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BIG THREE CONFERENCE STARTS TODAY
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KENTUCKY•Cloudiness today. _tonight and tomorrow.
Mad today, high in low 60's.
Colder tonight anci tomorrow with low tonight in the
middle 30's. High temorrow
50.

Racers Open
OVC Play
Saturday

RerOcans Have Free Hand
To Ft.* lemos They Say

WAITING TO PUT THEIR BEST HOOF FORWARL

Defense Of Western World
Will Be Decided At Meeting

By RAYMO.
LAHR
Speaker Joseph W. Martin Jr.,
United Press Staff Correspondent House Republican Whip Leslie C.
By MERRIMAN SMITH
feel that a Big Four foreign minWASHINGTON ail -Republicans Arends, Republican
N ati ona 1
United Press Staff Correspondent isters' meeting might lead to a
Coach Harlan Hodges' Murray
said today President Eisenhower Chairman Leonard W. Hall and
TUCKER'S
TOWN.
Bermuda Big Four meeting of chiefs of
State Thoroughbreds open Ohio
has given them a free hand to other GOP leaders praised Mr.
ilai-The twice-postponed Big Three state, a conference that might be
Valley Conference play in Moreflail Democrats on the Commu- Eisenhowers stand in cautiously
conference starts today with the unfruitful and drug the Western
head Saturday night against the
nists-in-government issue but has general terms. But they shied
arrival of President Eisenhower, allies into relaxation _ at NATO
Morehead State Eagles. In three
served notice he will vigorously away from any direct comment
key man in the triumvirate which operations.
games to date. the Thoroughbreds
defend
his own
administration on the conflict between Mr. Eisen, will decide the defense ot Europe
Mr. Eisenhower previously had
have won two and lost one.
against any Red-coddling charges hower and McCarthy.
and the whole Western world.
stated he wants concrete examples
In their last outing. against
from Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy.
One
GOP senator
of good faith from the Soviet Unexpressed
Evansville, which the Racers ward
Three momentous issues faced
That
was
the
interpretation what seems to be the prevailing
ion which would relax world tenfai-88. Hodges' charges played er- placed
,
Mr.
Eisenhower, British Prime
by GOP congressmen and attitude:
sions before sitting down at the
ratic ball and were able to salI
Minister Winston Churchill and
political strategists on the care-That's between the President
conference
table
with
Russian
vage the victory only at the free
French Premier Joseph Laniel as
fully-worded statement winch Mr. and McCarthy, and I'm keeping
Premier Georgi Malenkov.
throw line. Shooting an amaring
they prepared to open their fourEisenhower read to his news con- out of it."
The president mad• it plain, too,
78 charity attempts, they Hilt 48 to
day session at 4:30 p.m. EST, five
ference Wednesday.
The conflict started last week
only two days ago at his Washing26 of 43 for the Aces, while laghours
and
15
minutes
after
McCarthy
the
r R-Wisa
said
he after McCarthy', radio-TV broadton news conference, that admisging from the field on 23 of 70 to
President's arrival from Washingwould reply to the president this cast replying to former President
sion of Red,
China to the United
31 of 78 for Evansville.
ton.
morning.
Truman's defense of the DemoNations would not even be a subHowie Crittenden, thc Racers'
They were: Germany's future, a ject for negotiation herr at
crcatic administration's handling of
the
sensational sophomore. is off to a
Big Four foreign ministers' meet- plush mid-ocean club.
suspected spies in government.
slightly better start than he had
trig with the Soviet Union and the
McCarthy concluded then by atMr.
Eisenhower
was expected to
last year when he wound up in.
war against the Communists in In- assure Laniel that America
tacking the Eisenhower adminiswill
scoring second to veteran Garrett
dochina. now in its eighth year.
tration, too. He implied that its
continue
to help guard Western
Beshear. So far. Ilowie has 19 of Dear Editor:
own loyalty program was too weak
The three statesmen also were Europe against either German or
87 field goal attempts for 28 per
Just 18 more work days until
and that it wail too soft toward :ts
expected to study important "side" Communist aggression.
cent and has added 28 points at Xmas. and the patrons of this ofallies
issues, such as the 'Trieste crisis
In doing so, he would calm
.
the free throw line for a total fice haven't started to mail their
Secretary of State John Foster
and renewal of exchange of atomic French fears that the . United
of 88 points.
Xmas presents, or to buy their
Dulles replied Tuesday by saying
information between the,. United States wants to cut its forces in
Last year in his first three postage for their Xmas cards.
that the administration would not
States and Britain, a" relation Europe by rearming Wett Gergames Howie hit 13 of 53 for a
The Postmaster General, over resort
to blustering and domineerwhich was broken off after the many and bringing 500.0001.Gerpercentage of 24 and added 18 national hook-up. has asked that
ing methods.- Mr. Eisenhower deBritish traitor. Klaus Fuchs, gave mans into a consolidated Eurocharity tosses for 44 points,
A HERD of Waite-faced Herefords owned by the Lewistori brothers of Ogden. Is, wens patientia to
you do your mailing early, so that
clared his "full accord" Wednesatomic secrets to the Rusinans.
pean Army-.
be washed and curried tor extabitIon at the Lnternational Livestock show In Chicago. The herd
Except for Crittenden's guard the Post-Office Department could
day with the Dulles statement.
A possible Big Foul: meeting
Thus far France has given only
haternattonal Sounds/tote)
was among'the first arrivals at the annual show.
position, every other spot on the give you the best service possible
Without mentioning McCarthy.
with
Soviet
Foreign
Minister lip service to the European Army
Racer team appears wide open. in the dispatching of your parcels.
the president made these points:
Vyacheslav M. Molotov obviously plan. and Mr. Eisenhower was exHodges has used ten men and each and also in the delivery or same.
- ANNOUNCEMENT 1. The administration will not
was the first item on the agenda. pected to press Laniel fo - ratificain1 Dead
one has contributed to the team's
This office just has so much aluse coercion in dealing with other
British Foreign Secretary An- tion of the pact that would make
Veterans who plan to farm
successes In the same way all can lowance for the added Xmas rush,
thony Eden and larehch Foreign the army a reality.
free nations and believes unity
1954 and who are interested in
be charged with mistakes that and we have to operate over two
among them is vital.
Minister Georges Bidault held *
Laniel won only a simple mashow the team's inexperience.
Dec. 4 flit-Alger Hiss. former the "On The Farm Training Prapeacel post windows, as we have
90-minute infornaid meeting Thutek jority in his latest, and almost fatal
2. He hopes that by next year
should
_
Emir of the ten are freshmen. only two scales, and all parcels
contact Charles
State Department official serving a
•
there will no longer be any fear
day night and agreed to accept the effort to wring out approval from
ridge or W H. Brooks before
MIAMI ea-Scientists and "gogprison term for perjury, is entitled girdge
Powell Smith, Francis Watrous, must be weighed and zoned. Won't
that Communists are "actively unSoviet proposal for a FOur-Power the French Natio/11ff Assembly of
to a government pension of $7l5 a February 1,, 1954. All applicants glens" speculated today that a fanReiny Tauck and Jolla" Powless, you please co-operate with us in
dermining" our government: the
must have-.preliminary plans made tastic "intoxication - may have kil- meeting of foreign ministers in a watered-don resolution on conyear when he becomes 62
Powless, except for brief actionj your mailings. We want to give
Berlin
administration will fire any it finds
tinuing France's pro-unity policy.
their farming program before led a daredevil diver in a record
of
Officials
against
said
today
Evansville,
Hiss
the
must
you
best service possible. Mit In
be
has
been
Their naafi move will he to win
feeler* jobs or any found by paid
The French premier's failure to
Atlantic
the
above
date.
the
plunge,
Mr
annuity
Eldridge
benched with a sprained ankle,
under
but
or
terms of
there is • limit to what a panel
his mother
the ,support of U.S. Secretary of win an absolute majority on his
COnerblabanal committees.
the Civil Service Retirement U1W. Mr Brooks can be contacted at said he "just wanted to go too
Dean Akridge ia the only senior can do. If you will start mailing
State John Foster Dulles at tiled proposal weakened his position at
3 The public is entitled to the That
Training School from deep."
law, as it now stands, does Murray
on the squad He was a sub lad now, and buy your postage stamps
facts of this issue and he hopes not allow
The US. Coast Guard announced scheduled 3 p.m. EST meeting, a this meeting of the Big Three, awl
the government to with- Monday through Saturday.
year who is putting up a good every few days you ai. at the
the public will support the admin- hold
It -assumed" amateur diver Hope preliminary to the opening of the he was expected to. watch Chura pension from eligible forfight far a starting guard spot Post-Office, it will be great help
istration in the 1954 elections for mer federal workers
chill for guidance.
Root. 52-year-old Ft. Worth, Tex, conference.
even if they
this season
to everybody concerned
la was learned that, in deference
weeding out security risks.
attorney had drowned in his ?flange
are convicted of treason.
I know it provokes you when
Charley Sermons, Ted Koenigs4 He expects the GOP to win
of at least 400 feet into the Gulf to the wishes of the United States,
Hiss was convicted of perjroa.
mark and Rich Starkey are juni- you come to the post office 10 support by enacting a
Bidault agreed the
"progressive for denying he slipped confidenral •
stream Thursday and gave up a Eden and
mail
your
parcels,
or to buy stamps dynamic" legislative
ors. Sophomore Bobby McLemore
West must make clear to the
program next State Department papers to Whithelicopter search for his body.
when
you
have
to stand in line year.
rounds out the squad. McLemore
Diving experts believed Root may Kremlin that a Big-Four confertaker
Chambers, self-confessed
is second high scorer with 30 but there isn't one thing we can
peared in the December issue of have suffered an organic attack or ence would take into consideration
courier
for
Communist
a
spy
riag.
do about it, if the patrons wait
points in three games.
He began serving his jail sentence the Kentucky Parent-Teacher, of- may even have succumbed to a only the German unity and, AusAlthough the Racers have won until the last few days to mail
strange malady dubbed by the trian treaty issues.
March,
1951, and will be freed next ficial of the state association.
their last eight games against the their Parcels and Letters.
Under no circumstances would
Cutlines under Mr. Henson's "gogglers" as the 'rapture of the
year with time off for good behavThis office just has so many
Eagles. Saturday night's favoree
picture indicated that he is the deep" as he unofficialy broke the they permit Molotov to use the
ior_
,to use
appears to be Morehead. The Eag- trained men, and we have
Hiss was employed by the State Home and Family Life and Parent record of 396 feet set by Maurice conference as a sounding board
les have won three so far and them in the places whera it takes
Department from Sept. 1. 1936. un- Education chairman of the state Fargues. Fargues came to the top for bringing Communist China in--have lost only to strong Louisville. trained personnel to wait on you
to a subsequent Big Five meeting.
til he resigned Jan. 15, 1947. Re- body. Mr. Henson is the Directs!. dead.
Huie's Flower Shop will have
e
Since Hodges came to aldurray It takes a trained man at the partirement pension deductions were of Field Services at Murray State
Another diver and friend of it was 'earned.
an open house at their downtown
in 1948 he' has lost to Morehead cel or stamp window at all times.
Eden and Bidault, whose governtaken out of his salary beginning College. % position he has held for Root's said the pressure of about
shop on Sunday. December
only .twice His first meeting with We will use the extra help that
200 pounds per square inch at that ments are strongly in favor of the
Jan. 24. and they totaled $1.791.39. the past four years.
from 1:00 to 5:00 pm.
the Eagles was, a loss, wttla his the post-office gives us during
Berlin
depth
meeting,
could
State
Department official said.
A
easily have caused the
also agreed that
The downtown shop has lust resecond defeat'. coming during the the rush season to deliver parcel
SIDEWALK ARTIST
undersea intoxication that makes it should be held about the end
"Hiss has not withdrawn his decently opened for the conveni1949-50 season. Last yea, Murray post; to soil letters for dispatch;
of
MEMPHIS.
Tenn.
e
Cara
diver
feel he is -God" and blinds
January.
ductions and he is eligible for an
ence of Huie's. Flower Shop,cuswon two over Morehead by 81-56 to pour-up incoming fa-meet-post;
,The United States was said to
annuity at the age 62. There is no- toonist Bill Killebrew, who appears him eto mdaainad
geyr.
tomers. at 304 Maple Street.
•
and many other duties around the
and 81-69 scores.
regularly
over V,/hICT. has never
thing in the Civil Service Retireis described by the
The interior of the, stop has
Down through the years. wince post-office. Please work with us,
in nc
ishm
tuaie
nk
ment Law at present to prohibit Studied cartooning or art and drew Freh
.. t:T
ah
pe
t.
CoW
ust
orela
du:
been completely redecorated and
01' Fertes
was started in 1933. and all concerned will be happier.
an annuity payment to him for his first cartoons with chalk on
Silent
a full line of flowers and floral
See that your parcels are well
Murray has won 27 while dropping
any offense, including treason."
the sidewalks of Dresden, Tenn. If the diver thinks' a passing fish
arrangements is carried at this
tied: address all your pateels and
nine.
needs some air he may tear out
location.
letters to box number, street adhis air pipe as a sublime gift.
HOLBROOK. Ariz, 4P-Carl
A preview of Christmas gift
dress, rural route number, if you
J.
But Root's 79-year -old mother,
Folk. 60 suspect in the grotesqe items and floral arrangements will
have it, and let me make a sugMrs. Cynthia Hope Root, said. "I rape
-murder .of a young Pennsyl- be presented to. the public at the
gestion_ If you will use first class
think he just wanted to go too
vania mother, "isn't talking,
peri- open house Sunday.
postage in marling your Xmas
tedit
She
... said that "if he had to od,"
investigator, said today.
The shop located ;it 15th and
cards, you will find that the dego he went the way he would have
The husky, 210-pound, 6-footi4• Poplar will continue to be
in
livery will be speeded up considwanted
was under guard at Holbrook
Hes- operation for the coneemence of
erably. You must realize the first
She said he "was happy" as he pita!
where Dr. H.13 Potthoff said customers in the college area Mr.
class does carry a priority in the
himself into form-foot he was
LOUISVILLE. P.m 4. an - W. facilities, but could be built in will be use4 to show the effect lowered
in critical conditicni from Sod Mts. - Rule said today,
dispatching and delivery of mail. Howes Meade, Kentucky Federal
waves from the vessel Arbalete a
smaller county seat towns
gunshot wound Inflicted by the now the popular florists
of mass ho ing on the community
will have
four miles offshore with a 65-pound
You should also place your return Housing Administratio
n director.
victim's husband. Raymond Bruce two different locations.
Under the National Housing Act as a whole through increased sales
,
address on your mail if aou send today
accepted
contractors' passed by the last Congress. the of builders supply, furniture, home aqualung containing a• 20-minute Alien, 26.
a
The public is invited to attend
air supply on his back at
them first class, as they can be group's invitation
nineAllen, who was forced to watch
to explain a FHA can insure mortgages on insuranee, appliances. etc.
the open house Sunday at the
pounds of weights around his
returned to you if not delivered, proposed FHA low-income
helplessly
group such low-cost_ houses for 95 per
as his..wife was beaten, Maple Street location.
A survey showed that the exist- waist.
and they can also be to-warded. housing plan
tortured, raped and then strangled
cent of the FHA appraised value. ing population of Paintsville eould
- - Scientists who followed his pro- during
Nothing but first class mail can
a 6-hour orgy, left by ale'
The maximum amount of insured absorb 100 units.
gress by a radiometer aboard a
Meade will address a meeting
be forwarded, without additional
Thursday night for their Wattsburg
He said at least one large Ken- University of
loans also was raised from $4,750
Miami marine labo- Pa.. home.
postage.
of the Northern Kentucky Home
lucky contractor is interested in ratory boat said
to $5,750.
he descended to
The parcel-post and Stamp win- Dec 14
Allen said the tragedy occurred
The Interest rate on such min- the "minimum house and lot pro- 400 feet, leveled off,
and then plun- after the family
dows are opese from 7:30 a.m. to
He said the low-cost housing imum-cost houses would be 5 per gram.
stopped their nOuse
ged from range toward bottom,
5.30 P.m. each-Ray. Monday throu- plan was desired so that persons
trailer for the night Tuesday becent, toh, as compared with 41a
At present persons in the $45- estimated at 600 feet.
Friday,
and until 12.00 noon with annual incomes of $2,000 or
gh
side US. 66. 12 miles east at here.
per cent for all other FHA 'tinned $75 per week income group are
on Saturdays. Will notify you even lower could buy $6.000 homes
He said the intruder, wham he A Presbyterian Men's orgenlzation
loans, which should interest small excluded from low-rent public
later as to what Saturday after- in small communities.
identified
as Folk. forced 'his way was formed last night at the, ColBRIGHT SIDE
town banks. The la per cent in- housing projects, Sehen they are
noons we will be open.
into the trailer and bound him and lege Presbyterian Church ssith the
Meade explained the proposal. crease allowed is for service
available. Their income still had
fees
It will be a great help, if you which would mean home ownerNEW YORK In-As that • New his wife after taking $140 in cash pastor Rev. Orvil Austin presiding.
not been sufficient to allow them
to the mortgages
will tie your Xmas cards and let- ship for a large segment of the
and valuables, The murderer "or- Four out of town guests attended
The payments would be made to purchase homes under the old York newspaper strike entered its
ters in two bundles; one for local population never before riven the
sixth day, Paul Screvane, director red a flashlight and a toy gun, the function from Hopk,nsville.
over a 20 to 25 year period, as FHA setup.
delivery and the other far out of chance for home ownership, is
but Allen said he had been unable to aid in setting up the organizafew banks would be willing to
Meade said he believed the min- of operations for the city Sanitation,
to tell the gun was a tea
the city and county. New Concord, two-fold: make 30 year loans, although such imum housing program would suc- tion Department, estimated litter
Hamlin and Lynn Grove, Ky.,
Folk was identified from his
They were W. G. Duacan, ITT.
1. A low down payment in the loans' are permitted under
which
is
accumulated
each
day
had
because
ceed
of
virtually
the
unFHA
driver's license as coming from Al Rutland, John Knox. and Rev
should be tied with the locals; reach of most persons with small
regulations.
tanned group it would appeal to. dropped 25 per cent since the
Clovis, N.M. New Mexico authori- Paul Watson.
all other post offices are to be incomes,
He raid the firm planning the strike started.
ties reported a man. of the same
tied with the outgoing.
The visitors explained the purMeade said he met w;th bank- development
2. Low monthly payments. figcontemplated selling
name, engaged in carnival work, pose and goal of the mens group.
- Let's start now, and mall some urad on 25 to 30 year basis. The ell, contractors and businessmen
NEWEST recipient of the affectwo-bedroom house with inside
was under a 5-year suspended sen- Officers elected were Troy GlideUNEEPECT7D HELP
packages, buy some stamps, mail houses can be financed for as low at Paintsville. his former home- *
tions of William O'Dwyer, forbath for $5,500-and on leng-range
tence for "contributing to the de- well. Jr.. president; T. H. Clack,
some cards, and when Xmas ar- as $300 down and $38 to $98 town. and they are building 40
mer New York mayor and
purchase terms.
DETROTTIP-Debtors got an un- linquency of a minor." involving vice-president; Dr. William Pogue.
former U. S. ambassador to
rives, everybody will have their monthly payments; including taxes units, largely through local in"I've, always believed that the expected Christmas present today the rape of
Mexico, la reported to be Klara
a I7-year-old girl in secretary-treasurer.
parcels. their Xmas cards and all and insuranne.
vestments under the FHA . pro- best way to
combat communism from Judge James M Jeffries.
1949. However, they said the murGyory (above). maitre of HunThe group will hold a dinner, o
will be happy.
They cannot be built near Ken- gram.
Is
through
ownership."
home
he
Jeffries announced in Common der suspect had not definitely been meeting once each month Dinner
gary end American divorcee.
Thanks,
tucky's larger cities, where local
He
the
said
houses
being
conadded.
"This
program
can
offer
Pleas Court that all garnishment identified as the some man, al- was served last night
O'Dwyer is practicing law In
Harry I. Sledd
b.., one of
planning and zoning roles would structed at Paintsville are of the plenty of new houses
fm every of wages will be stopped between though the description was the the
(listernattosal)
Mexico City.
jadies organizations V tna
Postmaster
require expensive streets and other 86,000 type, including the lot. They county seat
town in the state."
next Monday and Jan. 4.
same.
chum ch.
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DOLLAR LESS
1111161MICAINAIM 1k'
REDDING
The defeated candidate id an election of
a tax collector was Florence Dol- APPLIANCE SALE

PURILISHED BY LEDGER
TIMER PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inn
Consolidaticio of the Murray& Ledge
r. The Calloway Times
Tunes-Herald October 20, 1928.
The
and the West Kentuckian., and
1, 1942.
January
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
Entered at the Post Office, Murray,
Kentucky, for transrnissioa as
Second Class Matter
WI KENTUCKY !RID'S ASSO
CIATION
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES.
WALLACE WITMER CO. 1368
Monroe, Memphis, Tenn.: 250 Park Ave,
New
York. 307 N Michigan
Ave, Chicago: 80 Bolysfon St., Boston.
_
SUBSCREPTION RATES By Carrier in
Murray. per week 15e, per
month Obc_ In Calloway and adjoining comiti
es, per year. $3 50; elsewhere, 85.50.
We reserve the right to rejeot any Advert
ising. Letters to the Editor.
or Publte Vole items which LEI ,aur
opinion are not for the best intere
st
sf our readers.
FRIDAY. DECEMBER 4. 1953

lar.

ietwiwomiainionviok.

AUTOMATIC
PERCOLATORS
10 cup
8 cup
6 cup

TODAY'S SPORTS PARADE
Reg U.S. Pat 01*.
By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press Sports Writer

was made even though bott• major
ileagues always are well advised

by their ever-present attorneys.
NEW YORK. Dec 4. 4.0,- -It was'
I attended the meetings couple
apparent .today that the of month
s ago at which this int: S... Supreme Court did baseball's i crease
iii the. pension plan was
short-sighted owners a great disI broached
services when it ruled recently laves Allieby player representathat the so-called national past- Kiner.' I sat Reynolds and Ralph
beside Kiner at Com-

becoming

DULLES ATTACKS McCARTHY

Declaring "we won't bully our allies" Secre
time
tary of busine was a sport instead of a missioner Ford
Frick tossed
ss
State John Foster Dulles has bitterly attacked
the fore;. The decision itself is ever more around the pro and con figures.
Kisser was as
ign policy as expressed by Senator Joseph
tely lost as
R. McCarthy surprising for a nation whose prin- I was, assertingcomple
with complete
in a radio-television speech last week.
ciples are founded on fretaom. Be; cando
r:
ause

it

supported

a

:tem

Agents of the Department of Reven
are constantly checking to
determine if provislonerof the Farm ue
Gasoline Tax Refund lett are
being violated. The law allows farmers a refun
on gas used for
agricultural purposes. Above. Agent W. IL Buttd draws
a stamp
of gas from a farmer's refund gas tank to insure that it Is
colored
wkh purple dye.

In Tan & Red
In Black

of

"This financial business is all
beThe Wisconsin Senator recommended reprisals
against eaussinertss pehage masquerading as yond me. That's why we need
Great Britain for shipping war materials
counse
l."'
to Red China. And as result of that decisi
on He reiterated this Thursday
and suggested that the time has come to "sto
p sending the baseball owners appeal to be when, in explatning why the playgoing completely beserk.
perfumed notes to our allies" when we accus
demanded the presence of their
e them of This was indicated during the ers
attorney, he said:
aiding our enemiel. •
player-owner hassle in the current
"We're ball players, nen busiminor league meetings at Atlanta' nessm
en. That's why we need the
Mr.. Dulles' voice betrayed emotion when he
said this The players asked to take their help of counsel."
nation will- never resort to "threats and intim
attorney. J. Norman Lewis. into
On the othei hand. in deference
idation" to
a meeting at which they hoped to to
force our allies to do our bidding, and he delib
but regardless of the Supreme
erately discuss an increase in the major Court decision,
added that President Eisenhower was thor
leagu
e retirement plan - founded are business - baseball owners
oughly advis- on dollar
big businessmen
s their skills have earned. Otherwise,
ed as to his foreign policy convictions befor
now could Bill Veeck
e he was apThey were refused permission have
taken more than cne milpointed Secretary of State.
to have their counsel present and lion
dollars out of
Clevcland

as :emitted refused

To Heaven
10 30 The Ben netts.

So, regardless of how tempting it
sounds to tell our lass Devotional Moments
allies where to head in. Secretary Dulle
1I'00
and Groom
s is surely right 11 13 Bride
Morning_Matinee
when he says we need friends in
Europe and Asia. and • 12 15 News
12 30
that McCarthy's methods do not "mak
eon At The Noel
e friends and in- 1.30 Lunch
Kitchen Koklege
fluence people." .
4
. 200 Kate
Smith
2 30 Kate -Smith

Also it ts wise for DA to,con1nder the
fact that President 3.00 Welcome Travelers
Eisenhower has had mere experien
ce in dealing with our :
34 30 Or, Your Account
allies than any other president we
have had in the last,415 Opry Matinee
Let's Find out
quarter of a century and if he
thinks the Dulles policy 430 Howdy aDoody
is better than McCarthy's we
may well afford to follow 5.00 Western Corral
the course he is charting.
5:53 Weather Report
6 00 Ttlevisit
Evidence that a may be, the wise_
course is the Manner 6 15 Farm Furrows
6 30
in which the shooting war inChimps
Korea was ended in the e45 The
News Caravan
shortest possible time after
General Eisenhower became 7,00 1..
Name or
f haFt Ttin
st,,e
president. Trideed it_was ende
d so quickly that we hay- 7 30
830 Rotsc
eot Montgomery
en't fully realized that Secre
tary Dulles played•-a might); 9.30 Who Said That
important role. He succeeded
in every way, step by step wm..
Thedup
News
where° Dean Acheson had
10:13 Sports ofRotin
failed for more than three 10:30 Mirror
Theater
year. And America didn't
lose face, or practice ap- 11,00 Life Begins At 80
peasement in any respect.
11.00 Life Begins At 80
There are many thing= abou
t the Senator from Wisoniiiii" that si''e admire, but
•PJP *PJP
since Ee has made himself
the Number One issue in
next year's elections with his
eye on the national election
of 1956 we unhesitatingly
take our position in support
of the Eisenhower-Dulles
policy, in dealing with our
';iIrlitiloit l'M•1(0
allies.. ,
McCarthy tries to make it appe
ar it is the same old
Truman-Acheson policy, but
there is a striking diffe
Diamond Rings
rence. The difference is
that the Truman-Acheson
Guereeteed slid Registered
policy
didn't work, whi e the
Eisenhower-Dulles policy
=4= /OMOVIS tee Over 100 leer.
does.
. Truman and
cheson couldn't win anything
, whether
it was a war, or a confe
rence. 'Eisenhower and Duni
- " P ‘IRKFR'S it KELM(
' do win. And who
Marray's Oldest
thinks :4-eCarthy could
have ended ff
the war in Korea by cutti
Since 1895
ng off aid. to Great Brita
in ... F
.1
Or by enforcing any of his
S
Russel
l
Albert
Parker, Mgr.1
other suggested reprisal=
1
against our allies?,
'Parker. Jr is

----

(
4Artcarved

rirs

$27.95
22.95
18.50

AUTOMATIC
SANDWICH GRILL
With waffle plates
!‘
$19.95
AUTOMATIC TOASTER
Deluxe ......
$20.95
AUTOMATIC LEADER
IRON
1025 Watts
$8.95
ALSO, CLOCKS, MIXERS
Mon. 7th Thru Sat. 12th
Crosland

$4.50 & $5.95

Appliance

Service

Phone 1412
"Where Service Comes
First"

YAW IVAikT
, Wk2
.
1

in

RRAmo A/Eh/
Fig20
.1i'olf-kftietri-net/cgs

.8.11TIM
WORMIOG SIGN

41!

NEW! Roomiest cab, greatest comfort!
EneY-chair seats,
big one-piece windshield. more
area than any
leading make! New cab sealing vision
t. dust, drafts!
New at-a-glams. instrument a . .agains
.
trols! All this, yet priced with theeasy -to-reach conlowest!

40 PIECES
Retail Valve $3217
GET THIS BEAUTIFUL CANNON LINE
N
SHOWER WITH THIS LOW PRICED
FULLY AUTOMATIC CROSLEY
ltmg, in addition to this mare elotui 40 piece

4 Giant Bath Towels
4 Foos Towels
4 Face Cloths
6 Guist Toweli
6 Tea Towels
6 Dish Cloths
6 Pot Holders

Cannon Linen Shower

you get an unequalled
value in a fully automatic
that hani,h,s
washday drudgery with thewasher
flick of istdiab
UNDERTOW AGITATOR

WASHING- The
Miracle Agitator combines with
the Deep Wash
flex-A-Tub to produce an amazi
ng new washing
action. Clothes and suds are drawn
hot cleansing undertow current. deep iuto the
FLOAT-FLUSH DRAINING- Heavy
snit drains
out the bottom; light soil rises
the top and
drains down through the hollowtocenter
post of
the agitator. Dirty water can't later back throug
h the clean clot
VACUUM DRYING -The
fabulous Wondertub gently sequel,
S ater from lothes -gets them
damp dry without broken button
s
or hard to iron creases.
It takes clean water to wash clthes. The Economist Automatic uses water only once shile it's
clean-hot-and able to do a perfect washing job.
Dirty water, soap, scnm. and suspended soil go
down the drain where they belong.
See a demonstration_sen how easy it is
to
use and own a full automatic Economat
Automatic on our easy budget plan.

2 Percale Pillnw rnses

NOIN

and get both for the
priest

of the

Benclix Economat Washer

111111111111111111111111111111111111
$239.95
Small Down Payment
Only $10.00 a Month

LARRY KERLEY -COMPANY
Phone 135

1'1 AA ..

East

•
NEW! Most efficient truck engine
s! Doden offets thrifty
C's, plus the ino,t power
trtiekn! Available. in !I ,-ful2-.V-s engines or•ell lending
and 21
'
2-ton models ...
standard in 2' 3-,,
Ann', Revolutionary hemispherical annbustion chamb
er 'for high efficiency!

EVEN GREATER VA
LIVES.
STILL PRICED WITH
THE LOWEST

Side Square

Taylor 111-f;lor Company

301 South 4;
'
h St.

f

COPY

...KOS GREAT NEW IfiS
AND'TRAYla

2 Double-Bed Size
Percale Sheets

ACT

F/.0 EP -Cop

Phone 1000

y F.1
pE-P --c0,31/
r4 OF D

•

.41.•
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409.

C
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t
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LINEN SHOWER
with the purchase
of the new

That tr
Christ-c
verts sit
bestow
know.

NEW! Easier, faster loading! Pick- and
panel floors
knee-high for loading ease! Loweruprunni
ng hoard and
wider doors for easier entry! Lower hood
for added
visibility' Lower panel truck can
in most any
garage! New flow-line styling, newget
colors!

Nationally Advertised Colorful

FREE

COMMI1
to cost
all-Urns
E. V. B

205 S. 7th

to attond the throe seasons'
It is the first time the Eisenhower Administra
tion has ' meeting. This aggravating- refusal Even more surprising was
publicly crossed swords with McCarthy
Frick's revelation that th!, owner
but President
s
have been prepaiing to -dissolve;
Eisenhower has hinted on two or three occasions
WSM
-TV
Pro
gra
m
that he
the players' pension plan He indid not approve fighting Communism by shooting
sisted that this was not being
at evShedul1
NASHVILLE. TENNESSEE
done in -pique." Yeti there can
erything and everybody with left-wink or ultra
be
-progres- 1
CHANNEL •
no question but what
was
sive ideas, or ideals.
(Subject .• change) very poor timing to makethis
A est of the farmer's Illinemsed vehicles, above, shows wheth
such as
'ELME
PROGRAM
er he
Is ioleting the law by usher the colore
disclosure. It smacks too much of
Senator McCarthy named himself as the leadi
d gas for private use. A
SATURDAY. DEC. 5, 1953
labora
tory cheek by Department of Highway's
ng issue '
the squeeze play:4._
chemi
st
1000 Johnny Jupiter
Grimes, below, reveals tf the gam has been properly coloreChester
in nsict year's congressional campaign and
d or It
Mr. Dulles' 10:30 Spare Cadets
the farmer has attempted to alter the coloring In
Also suspect were the statements
any way. Heavy
reply may well be considered as the Eisenhow
Penalties are imposed on violat
!il:oo
space
Soldiers
ors.
of
Johnny Murphy • and Dixi
er acc-ept- ,11:30
Captain Mtdnight
Walker, a pair of former major
ance of the inter-party challenge. It is inconceiva
ble that !Ito° Cowboy G-Men
gague stars who helped set up
he would so forcefully attck the Wisconsi
Pre-Game
A Footba
oigiraG
ina
,me
the retirement plan, when thej
n Sena
n tor with145
1
NCA
out approval of the President himself. •
said that the Kiner-Reynolds• de
Notre Dame vs. SM.!.
rnands wore .01K11•161311.31e
3:30 To Be Annou
The Dulles attack wal undoubtedly cause shout
future beneficiaries of tho pension
ing in 4:30 Boy Rcgen nced
plan,
the ranks of the anti-McCarthy Democrats,
Parade
but they may • 511°
For Murphy is farm director of
, 5:30 Stu Er iii
be laughing out of the other'side Of their mout
the...Boston Red Sox, And Walker
hs before too orris and Harriettc
is manager of the Houston team
many days pass. A character like Sena
710 R
l ar
o r of the Jungle
tor McCarthy 6
of the Texas League, a long-time
could not continue to be ignored by his party
nmo
Cardinal
farm. Their supreme
. He is as 7:30 Amate
ur Hour
bosses, naturally, are these selfstrong as the late Senator Huey Long, the
late Senator 8,00 Show of Sh,
same club owners who have been
Robert Taft, or the present Senator from
9 30 Cavalcacie
prepating this suddealy-chsclosed
Virginia, Har- moo
Wrestl
ing From Hollywood legislation to dissolve 'h.!, pensio
ry Byrd.
n
•
SUNDAY. NOV. M 1953
plan.
12_30 Frontlers of Faith
The Eisenhower Administration was "put on
Small wonder, theiefore. if these
the spot" 1.00 ProJootball
peons in the land of the 'free sudby the Senator himself. It had no chok
denly decide to stand uo in the
e in declaring • Los Angeles Rims at
Chic
Bears
itself, either in favor or against the McCarthy
home of -the brave and unionize.
policies,: 3 45 Yesterday's Newsreels
especially' his foreign policy. And it has
done so know- 4 00 The World This Week
ing the McCarthy policy May be exceedingly
4 30 Supezman
popular.
5 00 Vandy-Tcnnessee Fc.tball
We have thought for some time
that McCarthy is 6-00 Winchell-Mahoney
either the nation's greatest living patriot,
or a menace to
6
7O
M
O C
Mormed
P7P4
Hresmr
our•future security. There is nothing
half-way 11->Out 800 TV Playhouse
him. We even sympathize with his view
30 Imnon,
etretiSrnr
aeicturn
s on foreign 9 00
policy, although we realize conditions
make it impossiMONDAY. NOV. 31, 1953
bre for us to carry out the ideals of ur
fore-fathers to at- 910 Ding Dons Sc1s-o01
szo Glamour Girl
tend to our own affairs and let the rest
of the world do moo Hawkins Falls
as it pleases.
10 15 Three Steps

•
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LIVING COST AT ALL-TIME HIGH
('EMBER 4, 195:3

WO.MAW,

NOV. 28, 1953

ANCE SALE

VERSAL
LTIC
PERCOLATORS
$27.95
22.95
18.50
JTOMATIC
WICH GRILL
waffle plates
$19.95

COMMISSIONER OF LABOR STATISTICS Ewan t..-lagus (left) points
to cost of living chart In Washington, which shows Index at
all-time high an of Oct. 15 for ninth straight month At right 11
E. V. Broughton of Dayton, Wash.
(Interr154tiotsa4)

LTIC TOASTER
.... $20.95
ATIC LEADER
IRON
ts
$8.95
LOCKS, MIXERS

Read Today's Classified Ads
r'

lJ

Reverence - Sincerity - Dignity,
Economy

Thru Sat. 12th

:

d Appliance
>ervice

4.11. ',

IL

Phone 1412
• Service Comes
First"

L

L.

,vr

L
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ST. BONIFACE
"Trees of righteousness."
Isaiah 61:3
St. Boniface to England came
... To preach the gospel in
Christ's name ... And there
he found the Teuton folk .. .
Who worshipped pagan Odin's
oak .. . The Saint adorned
agd decorated ...
That tree and it was consecrated . . . Unto the
Christ-child on His day . . . And had his converts sing and pray . .. Around it and their
gifts
bestow . . . And that's the "Christmas Tree"
we
know.

r

JULIEN C. IIYER

The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
Ronald W. Churchill, Owner
"The House of Service Since 1886"
3rd and Maple Sta.
Phone 7
Murray, Ky.
' fr-2
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Cherry Corner
News
This nice rain Is something different than the weather we have
been having for so long. I know
everyone is glad that it finally
rained.
I do hope that everyone had a
nice Thanksgiving Day, and that
everyone took time to count some
of their blessings.
As we thought of the Pilgrims
of about three thousand years
ago
we peed to read_ Genesis 1 and
2,
and thank God for His Greatness.
Mrs. John Kkel of Frank(o..1.,
Ky., recently visited the Rev. .hrid
Mrs. Lon Outland and Charles,
and attended church at Cherry
Corner. Mrs. Keel taught the
Young Wornen's Sunday School
Class of which Mrs. Lon Outland
is the teacher. She is the youngest
sister of Rev. Lon Outland, Mrs.
Reuben Falwell and Mrs. Paul
Poyner.
Mr. and Mrs. Napoiean Parker
and Kenneth and Mrs. Nora Parker
spent part of last week ir St.
Louis, visiting the WA
Parkers,
James and Charlie Parkek. and the
Charles Bramlets.

Mr. and Mrs. Hubert l4tman
and children, and Mr. and Mrs
Ofus Outland were visitors of Mr.
and Mrs. Clifford Farris, Monday
evening.
I'm glad to hear that little
Betty Bury is improved after having polio, in the Murray Hospital.
She is the smallest daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Bucy of the
Green Plains Community.
Mr. and Mrs. Ofus Outland were
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Beauton
Fitts and son, David last Thursday
evening.
Mrs Nora Parker spent a part
of last week with Mrs. Jimmy
Bury and helped quilt.
Mr and Mrs. Rayford Henry
and Ray were visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. Ofus Outland Tuesdaji. evening.
Mr. and Mrs. E.D. Winchester
and children were the Sunday etternoon visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Wilburn Clayton of Buchanan.
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Outland
have traded cars. They now have
a nice looking gray Chevrolet.
The Junior GA's of Cherry
Corner are having their week of
Prayer program with the -Lottie
Moon" Christmas offering, Wednesday evening, December 2, at
the church, at 815. The G.A.'s are
Urged to be present and visitors
are always welcome.
ADDALINE

At'OWA!(WA

$2296.38

Everboss pOlifillatthisPrice

Today's Local Detiy•rod

Price of the

BUICK SPECIAL
2-due,6-passeager Wes Model

481 Illiustrotecn

•sopli...1 equipment, acc•ssories, slale and loco/ lases, II oily,
additional. Prices may vary slightly in odtoining communities dire
to shipping charges. Al/ prices sobj•ct to chonpe withool hotic•.

you didn't know tnal. yv
MAYBE
can get yourself a bundle of big

Safety-Ride rims,the firm solidity of a
and able Buick Fireball 8 power at the
. massive X-braced frame.
"6-cylinder" price shown here.
You get more satisfaction—more of that
But that's only the beginning of the good and happy feeling that comes
bigger things you get in this eye-catch- from traveling in a car of ample roading Buick SPECIAL for the low figure weight,of brawny structure,of impresit carries—a figure that's just a few sive styling.
dollars more than that of the so-called
And you get more fun, more thrill —
"low-priced three."
from bossing the walloping,silk-smooth
power thrust of the highest-powered,
Take a quick roll call.
highest-compression Fireball 8 engine
In this Buick you let more room
ever placed in a Buick SPECIAL.
than those few extra dollars can buy
elsewhere.
What it all sums up to is this straight
You get more comfort—comfort that a fact: you get far more automobile in
lot more money can't buy anywhere this Buick for just a few more dollars.
else—the comfort of the Million Dollar Better look into the matter if it's a real
Ride,with coil-spring cushioning on all deal you want for your woney. We're
four wheels,torque-tube steadiness, ready when you are.

IT'S TRADE-IN TIME
FOR A BETTER DEAL
Want the top allowance on your present core
Come in and see us for the happy news-now.You save money when you trade with us.

ITIE

GREATEST

ICK

GREAT
IN 50

C
'

YEARS

,i•

MILTON um ow, Sw mat —im TI..
Slew
on TV Tu•sday mv•ningt. Al.., •v•ry Saturday, tuok• i
Th. TV football Gomm of the Wirwk — a "GM" Kay Ivwell

WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT BUICK WILL BUILD THEM

DUBLIN BUICK COMPANY
7th and Maple St.

WOOISF91litgabloNANOIMIMPOWPOW:

Phone 500

g*PV11010.W
1 F.?4*

Murray, Ky.

xiNOMA M.P.!CAWef.MISM
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YOU ARE INVITED

To Visit SHIRI .F.Y FLORIST and see their beautiful new store.
Small dish garden plants
25c

Come in and see the many Christmas Items on
display

•

Artificial Wreaths, Sprays
and baskets

lo
nik

4t:

'hair seats,
t than ;illy

1st, draftt!
reach con!

2

Beautiful Centerpieces and
mantel arrangements
50c up
Door and Window
Hangers
$1.25 up

fez
A

tt:

Poinsettia's
. $1.00 up

*ix

Roses and
Carnations
$3.00 dozen

*o.
LE

rs thrifty
II lending
odels
ry hemiriencyl

Pottery &
Dish Gardens — lowest prices

large selection of Candles
all colors, shapes and sizes

Complete line of balls, bells, berries,
Styrofoam, spray paint and snow, etc.
for you who like to make your own arrangements.

Beautiful plastic wall plaques
That light up — $4.00

You will find many more items too numerous to mention
We raise many of our cut flowers and plants in our
own greenhouses.
Free Delivery

Most complete line of cut flowers and potted plants at the lowest possib
le prices.

,

LOWEST

•

g

Open evenings until 7:30
Phone 188 for the best in flowers.

Shirley Florist

500 North 4th St.
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WOMEN'S PAGE

Club News Activities
Weddings Locals

Jo Burkeen, Editor... Phone 55 or 1150-M
Fellowship Group Has
Meeting Tuesday At
Murray Guest -House

Engagement Announced
Of Miss Bushart And
Pvt. Hugh E. Wilson

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Group II of the Christian WornFirst
Fellowship of the
en's
Christian Church held its regular
meeting at the. Murray Guest
House Tuesday afternoon at twothirty o'clock.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges was the
speaker for the afternoon. She
gave a review of the Orrt part of
the very outstanding book, The
Greatest Story Ever Told" by Fulton Oursler.
The Bible Quiz was conducted
by Mrs. A. B. Austin and the divotior. was given by Mrs R. L.
Wade. Mrs. Rupert Parks, chairman, presided A the meeting.
Mrs. Arlo Sprunger. Mrs. Rudy
Allbritten and Mrs Harold Marvin. hostesses. served a party
plate in the Chrrstmas rroU1 tO
the members present.
IlirklallilablIMPaltdahldlaN41144314.1a24

Friday. December 4
The annual Christmas Bazaar
The Woman's Missionary Society;of the Christian Women's Fellowof the Memorial Baptist Church ahip of the First Christian Church
will meet at the church at five- will be held at the church bethirty o'clock for a special week , ginning at eight-thirty o'clock in
of prayer program and pot luck!the morning.
•• •
supper.
Mesday, December 7
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
Woman's Association of College
Presbyterian Church will have a
covered dish luncheon and Christmas program at the home of Mrs.
Z. A. Tucker at twelve-thirty
The Woman's Society of Christ-

Mr. and Mrs. James W. Creekmur, 227 Center Street, Princeton.
Ky., are the parents of a baby
daughter, Jo Emma. The Creekmurs are former residents of Murray having made their home on
South Eighth Street Extended.
They have one other daughter,
Diana.
•• •

Mr. and Mrs. Jessie T Young
of Detroit. Mich.. spent the holidays with relatives and friends.
•••
"s
Mr. and Mrs. Leon McGary of
Memphis, Tenn.. spent the weekend with relatives and friends.
• ••

Christmas Program Is
Presented At Meeting
Of Methodist WSCS

ian Service of the First Methodist
Church held its regular meeting
at the church Tuesday afternoon
at two-thirty o'clock with the
vice-president, Mrs. T. C. Doran.
presiding.
Circle m. Sirs. J. T. Grable,
ctuurmar., was in charge of the
program for the . afternoon which
opened with the group singing
the songs. "Silent Night" and -Joy
To The World."
Miss Ann Farmer sang s solo.
"Sweet Little Jesus Boy", accomrar.led by Mrs. Roy Faimer at
piano During the solo a still
.
interpretation of the manger
• i.r.e was given by Little Misses
Carolyn
Ohla,
Mary
Warren
aaann and Paul, Lyles.
Mrs. T. Rafe .1%nes very beautitally retold the story of Jesus.
The opening and closing prayers
re led by Mrs. C it Paid and
Alice Waters

PERSONALS

Mrs.. Brack Underwood sustained a broken shoulder in a fall
last week.

• • 11

Teeeday. December 8
Circle Ill of the WMS of thi
first Baptist Church will 'nee'
with Mrs. Pat Hackett at two
thirty o'clock.
•••

Gene Bushart Married
To Adah Mae Bortirne
In Milan, Mtchigan

Mims Dortha Bashart

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Outland qf
Murray announce the engagement
Of interest to Murrayans and
of their granddaughter. Miss DotTODAY and SAT.
Calloway countians is the marri•
tha Faye Bushart, to Private Hugh
age of Miss Adah Mae Bordine
Eddie Wilson, son of Mr. and Mis.
took
Gene'
Bushart which
and
Hugh F. Wilson of Murray.
place on Saturday. November 28.
at eight o'clock in the evening at
Miss Bushart is a graduate of
the Milan Baptist Church at Milan. the Murray High School and is
Michigan.
now employed at the Calloway
Following the ceremony a re- Manufacturing Company. Pvt. Wilception was held in th,. church son is a graduate of Murray High
basement after which the couple School and attended Murray State
left for a wedding trip in North- College for three years. Pe is now
em Michigan. They will make serving with the Army at Killeen.
their home in Milan, Mich.
, Texas.
Mr Bushart is the grandson el The wedding will be an event
Mr and Mrs. Walter Outland of of the early part of January.
Murray where he made his home
•• •
until a year ago
AMERICAN
Attending the wedding fromsi
PATTERN Murray were Mr. Bushart's sister,
Miss Dortha Bushart,
'
his aunt
Mrs. Rudolph Thurman and son.
"Boogie". and his cousins, Mr
and Mrs Phillip Mitciull and
The Murray Training HA chap.
tee.. Phylise.
.
ter recently held open Leta* for
Minkrayaria also visited
the eighth grade girls.
Thurrnar.X brothers
and
their
The purpose of this activity was
families. Mr. and Mrs. Elige Outto help the prospective home escos
land and Mr. and Mrs John Outnomic girls to understand the difland and twin sons while in Mienferent areas studied in a vocaran.
tional home economics course.
• • •
This was done through displays.
The girls participating in this
were as follows• Display liamily
relations, Ann Ferguson. In this
Robert J •••••on of D. :t: Mich. display wele books on dating, parspent the holidays with his par- ties, and growing up, Display H.
ents. Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Johnson, child care. Wilma Boyd. Examples
and his sister.. Mrs. Mahlon fru- of good and poor toys. storybooks,
zell arid family. South Ninth and games were exhibited. DisStreet.
play III, foods, Catherire
VY:`, PATHS
F1LVE.)
•••
COLOR
Pimplets on quick meals. nutriMr and Mrs Albert Allan Pool, tion and inexpensive meals were
•
with Robert Stack
408 South Sixth Street, are the displayed at this table.
clothing, - Joan
parents of a son. Joe Durand,
IV.
Display
lt and Joan Taylor
weighing 7 pounds 2 ounces. born Cro.ird. Included in thia exhibit
at the Murray Hospital 'Wednes- were a skirt and blouse suitable
for school wear. suitable colors
daY November 25
for different individuals. pamplets
YRKPOIC.P.M ?ItCn P.nPfP.N.AN.
P.Pfilf
.WnP
..
1
%
.g
.
147
.
11
4
10
/
1 1914
.
0
.W.PPA
1
.
fg.! on laundering and an attractive
bulletin board on pressim; points.
Display V. health. Norma Lassiter.
Examples of good and poar breakfasts, safety bulletins and books
on borne care of the sick were
attractively displayed on tais table.
Display VI. housing:- Francis
Shown in this display
Perry.
were wallpaper samplee, a floor
plan made by a home economics
III girl and examples., of rooms
Display
inexpensively decorated.
VII. management, Arm Falwell.
--ILlerritasallsa better bu_ymanship, budurance and investments
•
gets,
were shown and distributed.
Each girl gave ,a brief summary
of her display!
Following the discussion of the
downtown shop,
displays 1=. group enjoyed games
located
Which were prepared and led by
AIR' Patricia Wilsion.
Refreshments were served by
the committee.
lit
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ME

tp; NU!
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So are grey and black Persian
lamb, Alaskan seal and leopard
The inens choice of furs depends
on the occasion.

Responsible for men wearing fur
is a young New Yorker namA
Artistede Day, who makes fur into
•••
clip-on bow ties. He recommends
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Hughes are grey Persian with grey suits; black
winter , in
spending the
Fort Alaskan seal for evening attire;
Myers, Fla.
silverblu mink for a blue suit;
•••
leopard for sportsweare. And for
what Day cells the conservative
Harry Smith who has been servman, there's the black Persian.
ing in the Army Air Corps CIVelseas has landed in Sun Francisco,
California, and is expected to arrive home next week after his
discharge. His wife and child are
now with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Clillord Smith.

10DAY and SAT.
Tim Holt in
"MYSTERIOUS
DESPERADO"

1

with
Richard "Chito" Martin
PLUS
Comedy and Cartoon

11111011110111610110111001%
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THE FRIENDLY FUNIEIL1L BONUS"
311 N. 4th SL

Murray, Ky.

Phone 98

BR"

Bathe in Beauty. A generous box of
Crass Dusting Powder plus a beide of
refreshing Flower Mist. .

WALLIS DRUG

lt

•
amma.I.

*o;.11i/O.Iird.Vd.ti

HUE'S FLOWER SHOP will hold open
House at the beautiful new
at 304 Maple

SUNDAY,DECEMBER76
_
1:00 TO 500
al arrangements will be

Items and Florpresented .or your
--•••••••put

Two Shops

Downtown Shop

ComeIn and Order One...Today!

• ••

Mrs. Jeddie Cathey Is
:6 Hostess For The Eva
Wall Circle Meeting

pleasure.

HUIE
'
S Now Has

_alelnitastrat

0
rar

A Preview of Christmas Gift

g

Eva Wall Circle of the
The'
Woman's Sbciety• of .the Memorial
# Baptist Church met, in ti e home
of Mn". Jeddie Cathey, 1612 West
r27Main Street. Tuesday afternoon at
•
tW.„' two-thirty o'clock.
Mrs. Nooi Melugin. chairman,
-A presided at the meeting ,
!

_

A special wick of prayer proFor Your Convenience
gram fur foreign mission& .
A . presented with Mrs J. W. She!.
710 ton. program chairman, in charge.
-• The theme for the week is "We
College Shop
.78 Have Seen His Star." The topic
for the Tuesday program wa7
15th & Poplar
Illuminating
"His Star
Pagan!
6 Darkness."
Phone 479
Those having a. part in The TuesLPI-5
day program were Mrs. Preston
Boyd, Mrs. Hugh 1VIcElri.th-, Mrs.
T., Horace Jones, Mrs. 'Hubert Cothran. Mrs. A M. Hawley, Mrs. C.
., M. Hendricks. Mrs. Noel Melugin,
, Mrs Eva Wall and Mrs. J. W.
Shelton.
, Following the program • period
a
of special prayer wart held.
Mrs. Cathey sera ed refreshments
tlikfitiOVIPPAM to the eleym members rre...e.r.tt.

a:

FLOWER SHOP
ti.
80

pride-iluipirio far beyond its illustrious greitecessors.

When the magic moment arrives in a man's life
when he feels entitled to the "car of cars," he Should
make the move without hesitation—regardless of
year, pr season; or any other consideration.

In addition to all this, the current Cadillac creation
is unbelievably practical to own and economical to
operate. The lowest-priced Cadillac, for instance, now
costs less than twenty-two different models of other
makes of motor cars manufactured in America.

Hut we do feel, in all honesty, that the motorist
who ends himself in that happy circumstance this
fall is pariseularly. fortunate.

And you can ride out a normal, full day's jotirney
on a single tankful of gasoline.

1.

It is supl-emely beautiful—with grace and dignity
and majesty that set it instantly apart from the rest
of the world's motor cars.

As if this were riot sufficient to set it apart, a
Cadillac car—according to an authoritative study of
used Car prices—may be expected to return a greater
percentage of its owner's original investnienr at the
time of resale than any other motor car in the hind!
So—if you are considering a Cadillac for yourself
and your family—come in and order one today!

Its performance is simply breath-taking—even
when measured 'against Cadillac's nwn extraordinary
standards. And the car is luxurious and distinctive and

It's the right thing to do—and it's the right timA
to
do it.

J. T. HALE MOTOR SALES

t
II

MURRAY
Seventh and Main

a

kai

f course, any day is a wonderful day for stepping up
to Cadillac.

For Cadillac has never offered so many wonderful
things, in such abundant measure, as it does today.

Ar

304 Maple
Phone 225
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Murray Training FHA
Chapter Holds Open.
House For 8th Grade

•

FOR SAL:
ic hardtop
ors, bitte
r other ext.
Conner In7

Elizabeth Arden
Blue Grass Set

Superior Ambulance Service
Equipped With Oxygen
I

„,,•••1•••••

Dealer,

FUNERAL HOME

IiimigussetxtelgAnres.al .
FOSTORIA

Mrs. Stine Isenhower and Mr.
Isenhower, and Mrs. John Isenhower of Conover, North Carolina.
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Wade Pool of Detroit, Mich., were the recent guests
of relatives and friends in Murray.

FR111:

CAPITOL

NEW YORK (UP) —Mink now
is for the Men.

•••
•••
Mrs. W. S. Johnston, mother of
Mrs. Norman Klapp, suffered a
Mr. and Mrs. William Robert
!,cart attack on Thanksgiving day McCuiston of New Concord are the
at the home of her daugnter, Mrs. parents of a baby daughter, Vicky
Roger Bryan of Detroit. -Mich., of Karen, born Tuesday, December
which Mrs. Johnston is spending 1. at the Murray Hospital. Vicky
the winter. She is now a patient Karen weighed six pounds six
at the Art Center Osteopathic ounces at birth.
'
Hospital in • Detroit, Mich. Her
•••
condition is somewhat improved.
•••
A son weighing liv,a pounds
Mrs. Eaf Huie is attending a three ounees was born to Mr. arid
House in Chicago.'Ill., this week. 'Mrs. Noble Allen Vasseur of Mur••-•
ray Route Three on Tuesday, DeMr. and Mrs. Leonard Vaughn cember 1. at the Murray HospitaL
and son. Teddy, have returned The baby son has been named
from a visit with their daughter. Randal Lee.

MAX

3111111111101111319,

Latest In Men's Wear

MAYFIELD
320 West Broadway
•••1

111111•1111111110111111111111111111111111ww.,,
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"YOU DO?'
with grief, al
lice officer ra
"I can't pr
liked Mr. (AL
you'll find mi
Delafield'a, a
"Why were
fifteen last ni
'1 had mi
date to roeet
the Corner, yi
Ute store to 14
An eight-c
"Ne."
"Why, then,
store to kill ti
nome to
some near-by
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the habit whe
Chart•-1te viol]
responsive ey,
right, Lieoteni
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17311 CO silver
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TEE LEDGER & TWITS, MURRAY,
SIENTUCKT
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Holt in
EMUS
:RADO"

/n FOR SALE

PLUS --.
and Cartoon

iteafal

I
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FOR SALE-ONE 36" GAS
RANge. Priced reasonable. Phone
1797W or see Owen Morris
1101
Mi,in, or Blankenship s Auto
Parts,
602 Maple.
d8c

‘

_

apart, a
itudy of
t greater

i
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N"

EVERGREEN TREES
Twelve Different Varieties •
From $2.50 to $5.00

t

0

E.& S. NURSERY
At MURRAY MOTEL
Have Truckload in Murray Now
Now is the time to plant

k

prove quotas before they may
be marketing penalties of 50
ja.
made effective.
of parity on their excess tr.
hon.
In general the farm m
Farm acreage allotments will be
established on the basis of an ap- ing quota is the production
cash or will trade for 21 inch
Phone 672 or 1656,
tfe FOR RENT - GARA
portionment of the national allot- the farm's' acreage allotment
television set, Phone 363-W.
GE APARTd7c
ment to states and to counties pro- —
— —
Cotton acreage allotrnMits
FOR RENT-4 ROOM AND BATE rnent furnished. Steam heat furnfor
FOR SALE-1950 FORD, BLACK
ducing cotton, ac.ording to pro- Have you read the Classy.
1954 will be made available
apartment, unfusrushed, hot and ished. Phone 535.
to
d5p
white tires, radio, heater, Xy
visions
of
grower
the law.,
lied Ads today?
s In Kentucky's eight cotcold water furnished. Wireh for
FOR RENT -- SMALL HOUSE ton
license. Like new. Cities Service
producing counties before De,
,
electric cook stove. 306 So. 15th St.
If growers approve quotas, price
furnished
East Main.
or
partly
furnished. cember 15, the date set for
dap B. L. Andrews, telephone
the supports will be availa
at night Phone 5304 or
ble on the
336-J.
d5c -eferendum on cotton
546-W.
marketing 1954 uriland cotton crop ,A
d7p
P0 per
quotas
,
Claren
ce L. Miller, chairRENT - THREE Re,l0M DUFOR RENT - ONE Pm: ROOM
cept of parity to cooperate who
man of the Agricultural Stabili
plex apartment, unfurnished.
zaPriplant within their acreage allotapartment and one three room
tion and Conservation (forme
vate bath and entrance,
rly ments. If -quo
electric
FOR RENT-4 ROOM APART- duplex. Mrs. Bob McCuiston, 503
tas are turned down,
PMA.) state committee, said
heater.
Water
Corner
toNorth 5th
supports to cooperators will drop
meat on Pogue Avenue. Unfurnish- Olive, phone 8374.
day.
d4c and Pine. Call or see
Fl. E. Jento 50 percent of parity.
ed. Gas heat, hardwood floors and
FOR RENT MODERN TWO BED- kins.
d5c
Kentucky
utility room. ....;ee or call Joe Lancounties
producing
room home, electricity, plumbi
Growers who exceed their acrecotton are Ballard, Calloway,
ng FOR
caster
RENT - THREE
d4c and fixture
Car- age allotm
506 West Main
ROOM
s for running water, house
ents, under a cotton
lisle,
Fulton
, Graves,
wired for electricity and
Hickman, quota progra
garage and garden. one mile
m, will be subject to
Phone 1180
FOR RENT - 3 ROOM APARTsouth stove. Two miles
McCracken, and Marshall.
from college on
ment. Private entrance and bath. of Hazel on highway. J. E. Under- the Lynn Grove
minimise
Road.
MUR
Call
RAY. KY.
569.
wood, 230 Falls Bldg. Memph
A national marketing quota
--•
is,
-and
ININIIMIIIIIIRMININIIHRIIRNM
Tenn.
d5c a national acreage allotm
ent for
RENT - 3 ROOM HOUSE the 1954 upland cotton crop was
FOR RENT- 6 ROOM
. procla
HOUSE, newly decorated,
imed by the Secretary
near high school
of
modern; two apartments
if you and college. $20.00
Agriculture on October 9.
The
per month. Call
desire, three roorr4 on
quota was set at the minim
each side, 1332-J.
um of
oil heater. One block
d3p l 10,000,
cf square.
000 bales because of
the
$37.50 month. .7. Edd
Utterback,
present large supply. Ths
By
Secrephone 60, Kirk Pool's Store.
tary is directed by law
tfc
Lawrence & Rickman
to. proclaim quotas when the
total supply exceeds the normal
WANTED TO BUY USED
supply.
SuCE - I'LL FETCP YOU A
PIANO.
Call 787-W
d7p
At least two-thirds of
000D CAR FROM THE
the cot•
ton farmers voting in the
LAROEST STOCK IN "OWNreferendum , on December 15
must apMERRY

FOR

ACROSS

!S-Fren-ch painter
31-Pa neaks
(slang)
34-Footioft
35--Tim,pMce
36-Exists
37-Lair
38-Value
38-Emmet
40-Preposition
41-rhisif artery
42-Else and tall .44
01
,
1111
43 -ratiatie
45-41es
47-Forays
411--Go in

1-Torment
f--Jaza dance
11-Cleripmark
11-Ancient Greek
14-1dayptlan
goddess
11-Taut
17-1-s, ii. 1,1!
18-Parent•ten. her
group (abbr./
I1-11Iredges
20-Stuall rug
el-college deer**
(abbr
MI-Prophela
13-Tardy
*4-taieer or
dray
511-10.oei color
f7-- Volt. closely
Bil-Vehni•
1

:
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1-One who
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flavors
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COMMUNITY W A S HI N GETT
E
306 So. 15th St.. will apprec
NOV. 30, 1953
iate
your patronage. We will do
Thanksgiving has come and
your
gone.
We had so many
things to be washing or you can wash.
dlOp
thankful for. Some of
the many
things are
Peace, our boys are'nt
An6"••Io Vist•rusy"Pliisdying on foreign soil. The
rain,
our health, our friends and
WAITE
-AND LIVER
neighROW WIllaa
bors, and the harvest
we have all Pointer bird dog.
MIRWU MMUA
Thanksgiving
reaped after the terribl
Day. Last seen on Coldwater HighW4MMMFIN'
e drought.
004MO WMUO
way Notify A..'B. Dunn
We were so thankful
ot Winfor the
IIriIi011110 qrag
good rain that hil
over this mart, fred Allison, phone 1148 or 214 d5p
rIFAW AFITV40
putting water in the
ponds and
creeks The little birds
can all get
a drink4now.
PILECAlUTION
Mr. Houston Lax moved
VICKSBURG, Miss. Ile
to his
-Police
new home, that he has
said
Just
today they caught Henry
com,
pleted, on this road, Monda
Frans
y.
in the act of opening a safe
CORINNE CALVET, itaireo
Mrs. Winnie Alexander and
ret*
Mr. at an auto supply shop becaus
Ili, French movie actress Nature
e
and Mrs. Marvin Martin
d
la
-Slikoorin
went to, Evans was too cautious.
The Far Country," filmed In Jasper
3-licamt of
see
Mrs.
Dannie
l
Ferris,
National Park, Canadian Rockie
Thanks- Passing officers noticed the
burd*,1
s, giving Day,
4-Therefurn
and were the dinner shades of tne
Studies her script bear-bag* in
shop being quietly
front guests
6 -Licg
of
of
her
Mr
Jasper
and
Park
Mrs. Edward lowered. They invest
6-Warblits
Lodge fireplace
igated and
as her bear pal. "Ray" looks
7- Hurl
Fitts
and
childr
en.
found Evans working on the
on.
11-Unit
safe.
"Ray", incidentally, was r. mighty
5-Nots or local.
LiYi.ileat
10-111nit of went&
Irgat_ir SO eLD before Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rose were
II-Pisey..1 on Cut*
met up With Major Fred Brew- thoa
rtier- eisiat eaneta of Mr.
13-Alero, randa
ster, veteran Rocky Mountain
16-Sierit
out. , an Mrs. Melvin P'arris.
fitter, in the big game hunting
1.-Reetaw
Mrs. Opal Shoemaker is
counso_btamt in
pack at
try of Alberta on the
13,68Y,
TROUBLE ALL I CAN SAY
northern home and doing fine
MaalArranelte
YOU SUPS C7OT
after being in
border of Jasper National
PS'- 're A G000 TNiNG YOu
111-Cbu
sienna
Park
ME INTO
the hospital for several days.
DECIDED TO OBEY ME AND
311--Coni arms
_
TROUBLE WiT•
tree
LEAVE 'NAT Sil..Ly OLD
'
86-City In Oldo
SANTA CLAUS:
Mr. and Mir Joy Futrell had
MAN.'
as
26-Scrap
their holiday guests Mr. and
28-Small bowie
Mrs
21-City in Sporn
TOnnnt
e
Hall,
Mr. and Mrs. CoatWhen new drugs or old fail to help
30-First game of
double-header
your cough or chest cold don't delay. land Futrell and children, Mr arid
D-Male deer
Creomu
Mrs.
lsion
contain
Sam
s
only
safe, helpBloodwarth, Mr. and
32-16or• gracious
ful, prosen ingredients and no nar- Mrs. Joe Futrell
32-Cheml, at
. and Mrs. Clarice
36_gremrtound
cotics to disturb nature's process. It Saunde
sJ
rs and son. Jerald.
goes into the bronchial system to aid
111-rores t
Mr.
and Mrs. Vernon Williams
nature soothe and heal raw, tender,
31-Military
inflamed bronchial membranes. Guar- and sons, Bobby, Kerry. and Dar,assistant
II-Mohammedan
anteed to please or your druggist renie,
and Mr ar d Mrs. Marvia
Same
funds money. Creomulsion has stood
Martin were the supper auests of
43-Ittinloelv•
the test of many millions of were
fabl.r.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Rose, Than44-Cooled lets
44-Printcr a
ksgiving.
zneasur•
Worms Caugh• Chest Cate. Aces iroulkitii. --

1

Loa and Fawn!
thsT —

CHAPTER l'IVENTY -ON
YOU DON'T seem overwhelmed
with grief, Miss Morgan" the police officer noted.
"1 can't pretend, because I disliked Mr. Cummings I doubt that
find many mourners, not at
Dtlafield's, anyway."
"Why were you there till eightfifteen laat night"
'1 had made an eight-o'clock
data to meet. at Barney's, around
the corner, you know. I stayed at
the store to kill timer
"An eight-o'clock dinner date?"

41m always late for dates, just Charlo
tte thought, a couple of loveone orsshose girls."
New-Yorkers Well, at least she'd
"With whom was it, if I may told the
truth. Not the whole truth.
ask ?"
but no real Iles, either. It seemed
"Eric Hay. He's a layout artist odd even
to Charlotte, herself, that
at Delafield's. I road dinner with she didn't
like lies.
him night before last- But yesterShe tugged the towel off her
day Mr. Cummings made • rule
head, and suddenly she buried her
that there would be no more dates face
in it.
between employes. So Eric and I
For the death of Kingsley Cumthought we'd just happen to meet,
mings, someone would be punished
as it were."
.. It was a sentence that sprang
"And did you?"
"Yes, just for one drink, actually. full-formed tnto Charlotte's mind
Then I went nome, alone, hid a and would not leave. Only words
at first, gradually it became realbath and went to bed."
"Are you In love with this ltaUon. Almost surely, someone
must sit in a cell, be tried in a
"Why, then, did you stay al the Eric?"
"I've been trying to find out, courtroom, be sentenced by the
store to kill time? Why didn't you
state
and even die.
go- home to eat first, or out to Lieutenant Chase. Maybe you can"
With awful clarity Charlotte
"Why had Mr. Cummings made
some tosar-by restaurant?"
this rule about dates between em- saw that her half-truths and later
"1 often plop meals, you get into
her ties might, in misleading the
ployee?"
the habit wnen you're underpaid."
"Unless you insist, I'd rather DM, point toward someone innoCharlotte twilled, and met his unnot talk about that. You'll find to cent. Words. Once, as a copyresponsive eyes. -1 . . . well, all
the course of your questioning that writer, she'd loved words, and once
right., Lenitenarit Chase, I'd better
couple of things occurred yester- she'd had the gift of finding the
tell you something. Late yesterday a
Fight and most persuasive ones.
aftenioon Mr. Cummings promoted day at the office, but they didn't
concern me any more than the Could she find them now?
me to advertleing manager. I
others. I'd rather not be known as
Another realization took hold
didn't want the job, chiefly bethe tattler."
of her, too-realization that the
caube I like Mario Milaru whom
"You interest me. Very well, one called Kingsley Cummi
ngs
Mr. Cummings bad just nred from
that's all for now."
was dead. Yesterday's man arose
the peeition. Everybody else *liked
Charlotte hesitated, seeming al- and shaved and dressed and
him, too, and I felt sure they'd reate
most shy. "1-Lieutenant, there is Slid went about Ms Mainer
s, but
sent me.'
It meant more
one thing more. At one time I had within was the skeleton. Yester
money, advancement I was upset
•
some dates with Mr. Cummings. day heart beat, blood ctrcula
ted,
and wanted to stay and think
It was never a matter of romance, brain functioned, legs move
d
things aver I cleaned my Clesk
1 was a sort of protege. Mid I among the living, and now--c
esand -sorted papers; I've alvesys
hadn't seen him outside the office *anon. What had gone that
was
found that helps sort thoughts"
since last summer."
there yesterday, his last on earth t
interested in your thoughts.
'1 see. Weren't you his protege What had he looked at, what
had
Let's hove more."
any longer?"
he felt, his last day on earth?
"Weil, one thought that occurs
Charlotte tried a laugh. "No I'd
But it might nave been my last
to tilt- now Is that there may be grown up to advert
ising manager, .. The trembling travel
ed along
erour I was promoted yester- remember?"
Charlotte's body, and she fought
day. ! don't knbw whether ne
The lieutenant closed his note- down the
waves of sickness She
spoke lc his secretary or made book and glance
d around. "You looked at the phone.
tempted.
any memo."
live alone here, Miss Morgan?"
How
could
she bear this alone,
'Ind you decide to take the
"Yea. In Jact, I'm alone in the how tong
could
she
carry
this bin.lob?"
world."
densome secret? But they mid
-I had decided I definitely didn't
"No relatives?"
agreed
not
to
call.
For
an
Charwant it."
"No one I'm close to. Is that all lotte knew
about these things,.The
"Did you see anyone while you now?"
phone might be tapped, eager ears
waited?"
"That's all for the moment, only listening.
Also, for all she kiieW,
"I saw Sam, and the cleaning -"
if
she went out she might be folwoman, Grace, I think her name
"Only don't try to leave town, lowed.
She'd almost rather not
is that It?" Charlotte smiled.
know. But she had to get out of
"And you heard nothing?"
haven't been away from New York here-f
lee this tear and theft foto
"Well, you -know the advertising in years, I couldn't
bear to leave 6nciosing wails that
Dressed in
office is at the back, and to anti- it."
upon her.
cipate your next question, it must
Lieutenant Chase brightened.
"Stone walls do not a prison
have been just after eight when I "You like it, too?"
make, nor Iron bora ." A cell
rang for Sam."
Charlotte nodded. "It's a di- would be
no place for a victim
"You were a little late for your sease."
claustrophobia.
date. Why 7"
They parted almost friends,
(To Ile Co/Minted/
re,eyrlett, 1914
letrIen Ltmori Ps11t, Dlr.
.rllitited
Foe:urea Ezoselcie.s.

EDISON IS A FAMOUS
NAME IN SEWING
MACHINES, TOO!
Edison Sewing Machines are guaranteed
for 20 years
SHE WANTS AN EDISON!
(Priced from as low as $65.00 up)
All Available models now on
Display At
WEST KENTUCKY
ELECTRIC
COMPANY
100 North 4th
Call 1087-J
UNCLE OR NOT, YOU
CAN T CALL SANTA
C...AUS A SILLY OLD
MAN!

CAN'T,
CAN'T I"

1it

(IL

.)

1950 FORD
2-door custom, radio
heater, Ky. license.
L&R Motors
DeSoto-Plymouth
PHONE 485
1413 West Main

K•womos000xocoS

No,so

AND ruarrweeMORe•I'M 60156 BACK
TO HELP SANTA RiSeiT
NOW!

NANCY

By Ernie Bushmiller

I

I WONDER IF SLUG&O
IS DOING WHAT THE
TEACHER TOLD US
TO DO

SHE SAID TO
SIT DOWN
WITH SOME
GOOD
POETRY

SLUGGO-SHE

----N°T POULTRY

SAl D

POETRY--

0•9 11 is. ON —AN rib:•••••.
Cs. 19S3 bp Velma 116....• 46•41.6.1*

arlitt'WILDCAT AIM
S 7
TO TEAR TM'SWEET '
HIVE OFFA HONEST ARE.'—'
AN'-5'-\'./E (AIN'T

HELP HIM!!:'

AH

JUMP
IT.rf

NO, LI'L MINER.ri
11-'5 N1P055IBLE
AH D-IDON'T WANT
HONEST ABE TO.
DIE-A ORPHAN!!

By Al Capi-AN' 1•4Ari BABY
WILL DIE F!-HE(AIN'T RUN HE (AIN'T
CRAWL -NE
CAN'T- DO

'?

-BUT HE IS DOIN'
50?-1
. ETHIN'fr-HES OF TIN'
HIS LI'l_ F1N.
GERS UP AS IF III cIA, .ONNA

WHISTLE."

NOTHIWif

•)

ABBIE an' SLATS
LET'S SKIP THE CAT-ANDMOUSE STUFF, DOBBS, MISS
POLLY CRILE IS WORTH THREE
MILLION DOLLARS TO ME
AND NOT A'RED CENT TO
HER FATHER
ASSURES ME THAT
IF POLLY IS CRAZY
ENOUGH TO MARRY
YOU SHE DOESN'T
GET A DIME;

you!

By Raebare Van Buren

DON T PULL THE SIMPLE
PLOWBOY ROUTINE ON ME,
PAL- I'VE TRAVELED A
LOT. YOU'RE AFTER THE
CRILE DOUGH -WELL,
FRANKLY, SO AM I!

PIFITAARRY HEAT I GET A
FREIGHT CAR PULL OF CASH.
IF You MARRY HER, YOU GET
BUTTONS; NOW HOW'S
ABOUT MAKING A SMART
DEAL, HUH

''Ill

*** U S Per 011.--m
Ow 1,53 by 1,1r*.•41146
1.*** 3,61..6

MY

•

•
eer•-•.**-
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CREOM U ESIION

CATS PAW *

et

CH17,141MAS

lietterCough Relief

s

a-

National Hotel

NOTICE

-RUDOCPH-- -And the BIrie Nosed Reindeer

..

I

9

BOOKS FOR ALL
AGES

Cedar Lane

A

.1*

Friendly Finance

.0.
V
IA traWillilft
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FOR SALE-1953 MERCURY1VL
AT
ic hardtop. 7750 miles, match
col
ors,
bittersweet.
Radio
Heater FOR
SALE - LARGE ERECTOR
(other extras). One owner. See
at set, no. 10%.
Used very little. RegConner Implement Company.
d7p ulation
size ping pong table. Call
758.1.
d5p
R SALE - W.D. & W.D.
45
tors. equipped with snap
coup- FOR SALE - APARTMEN
T SIZE
hitch. One minute operat
ion. Well-Built gas range. Excellent
Si ng is believing. Come
in and condition. $25.00. Phone 1104
d7c
se it demonstrated. Allis
Chalmer
Dealer, East Moir. .
d7c Will. s-F.T.r PTA`NO FOR
$30000
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MIL

Future Farmers, Teachers of Agriculture, and friends of the FFA
attended and a goal of $250.000 was
The FFA has begun the ',devel- set as the amount needed to deopment of a Leadership • Training velop the training center needed
center at Hardinsburg. The camp to serve the rural youth of Ken.
is to be used by both Future Farm- tucky:
ers and Future Homemakers of
The Hazel Chapter is ready to
America
do its part in promoting the camThe president Jimmy D. Foster and advisor Mr Carmen Parks paign and plans are being developattended the kick bff drive which ed by which we expect to raise our
was held at Hardinsburg, Ky.. cn quota of money.
Tuesday. November 10. About 1500
Gerald L. Coles. Reporter

F.F.A. News
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Now Is the Time to Kill Rats, Mice

•

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1983
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IT'S EVERYONE'S FAVORITE
MOCCASIN

Daniel Green's
POW WOW!
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Rats and mice move indObra
when the mercury drops, so be prepared for the annual invasion.
Pest control specialists say that
an effective anti-rat and mouse

Clean Up Rubbish

Arms! Greer was
11* 4 gagman •
owe.
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Red, Green & Black
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Rwori-Breaking

campaign includes these three
steps:
1-For good sanitation, remove
all rubbish piles and stack lumber
and drewood neatly on racks at
least one foot above ground level.
2-Buildings in which grain and
feed are stored should be ratproofed, if possible. Informative
bulletins on ratproolIng may be
obtained from your county agricultural agent.
Third and most effective measure in the autumn anti-rat campaign is baiting. Outstanding
among the available rat and mouse
killers is warfarin, a potent chemical discovered in the laboratories
of Dr. Karl Paul Link, Biochemistry Dept., University of Wisconsin, by Drs. Mark A. Stahmann,
Kiyoshi lkawa, and Link.. Many
communities are now achieving a
"rat-free" status by using warfarin bait in local campaigns.

Ecommy-Wholg Ited Rem V4

Ratproof Idildiegs
This particular oait- kills 1111
species of rats and mice comas=
to the United States; it is a Wow
killer and does not create bait shyness; no pre-baiting is required;
no toleranee develops; it is easy to
use; it may be used in any imate
or season at any temperatu ; it Jo
comparatively safe to use; and*
may be purchased as a concentrala
or a ready-mixed bait.

Place Rot loft
In using warfarin bait, it must
be made available to the rata and
mice at all tunes. Bait stationsshallow containers protected with
a boil.c1 or a wooden box-Aire
usually examined e‘ery 48 hours.
A limited number of permanent
bait stations will kill newcomers
and control reinvasion.
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Pedal Cars
Regular $14.95 now $10.88

Takes the work out of driving!

Power Steerin

Takes more of the work out-leaves all the
pleasure in! You park, take turns with ism
effort and lesi movement of the wheel. You
teep the -feel of the wheel" at all times be:muse Dodge Power Steering is full-time. Control is more complete-for this is the latest,
greatest development in Power Steering.

Pedal Fire Trucks, Dump
Trucks
Regular $21.95 now $15.88

Plastic Covered Rockers
Rt4gular $8.95
now $5.95

Tricycles
Regular $9.45
now $6.98

Platform Rockers
Red, plastic covered reg.
$11.95-SPECIAL $8.95

Radio Super Wagons
Regular $5.95
now $4.88
Grey Hound Wagons
Regular $4.95
now $3.88

The Dodge With Mor'e' Than Ever Before
More To It ... More In h . .. More Of It I

dependable NEW '54

• 14... !sok.'-horvoonizol irolterton 1.411•1 •I•ocire Jacquard fabrics.
• Mai, moss.v• lor.9111-vp to 5 inches long.' from bump... to bionp•e.
• Mar• Rosiong style-wit% bold, massive gria• and gloaming dirom:
• 3 groat Series, Royal V-8, Corano• V-8 and 6, Mioodo..brook V-8 and ifs.
Po....4••• ewe/ 10 Co. Pere, Stwiti ere ogiio.4; omirtripment Tt••• w•Awote
1•0
pwasra Sts..5cotto.n, israpeoent one v.v.. webisti

co.t bag. So*
no•a.

OBOE

301 S. 4th Street.

CO.

Regular $21.95

Toy Stoves
Regular $1.98
now $1.69

• East Main Street

Phone 1000

Toy Sinks
.11
5
Regular $1.98
now $1.69

now $15.88

J. 0. Murphy,Owner
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i Murray Rome & Auto Store

Elegance in Action

TAYLOR MOTOR

•

Doll Buggies
Regular $9.95
now $8.88 W.
Regular $5.45
now $4.79 /
71

14" Park Cycle
with trainer wheels

1

nu'

Christmas Lights
Regular $1.19
now 79c
Regular $1.89
now $1.19

Regular Drive Tractors
Regular $21.95 now $17.88
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On Springs
Regular $10.95
Dolls of all kinds atno
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Chain Drive Tractors
Regular $29.95 now $24.88
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Rocky Horses
Regular $12.95 now $10.88
Regular $6.95
now $5.88

Radio Flyer Wagons
Regular $10.95 now $7.88
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Chain Drive Space Car
Regular $21.95 now $1848

Tricycles
Regular $7.95
now $5.95
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You take of so smoothly, so effortlessly that
you can hardly believe how swiftly you,reach
cruising speed! There's no clutch, no hesitation. no jolt or jerk-just a velvet flow of
uninterrupted power. Unmatched breakaway
acceleration. In official AAA tests, PowerFlita
set 6.5 performance and endurance records.
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Use Our Lay Away Plan

holly-AutornatIc-and fvOy-provsdI

Powernite

M.I
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20" Bike, reg $42.95 now
$35.50 0.11
24" Bike, reg. $44.95 now
$36.50
26" Bike reg. $44.95 now
$37.50 t
24" Deluxe Bike, reg. $54.95 now ... $41.50
26" Deluxe Bike, reg. $54.95 now
$41.50

Now stepped up to ISO horsmowse.

Newest Smoothest, Most Powerful Atrtoinoticiimismissios

71k

All Bicycles
At Cost Pricel

The most efficient engine in any America.
car! This is the Red Ram V-8 that topped all
other 8's in the Mobilgas Economy Runshattered 196 official AAA records for performance, stamina and endurance on the
Bonneville Salt Flats. No other power plant
in any American car can match this record.

Power Plant

Fall Measure of Pleaswre with

And Murray Home And Auto Store Has A Complete
Selection At Yourilisposal
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